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EDITOR’S RANT
The Federal government has unveiled its new national cotton wool consumer Bandaid, in an effort to protect what it sees as the
feeble-minded public from themselves.
In true politician style, Malcolm Turnbull confirmed a series of new measures to continue the tradition of failing to help citizens
it sees as vulnerable to the lure of gambling. The new National Consumer Protection Framework (abr. NANNY) is expected to be
implemented by the end of this year.
But those that don’t doom themselves to repeat history need not worry. Echoing the alarmist days of the Wilkie-Xenophon
alliance against the minority Gillard government of 2012, the PR push to ‘rein in the pokies’ and stop these helpless victims of
gambling will no doubt again amount to naught.
In my experience, no-one likes the idea that people are betting beyond their means and bringing upon themselves the social
grief and turmoil that comes from an addiction to gambling – even venues holding poker machines, which are indisputably the
leading revenue-earning and stable enterprises of hospitality.
Despite all the rhetoric by politicians and lobbyists, poker machines do not cause
gambling addiction. They do not have magical powers to persuade otherwise
healthy citizens to dither away their hard-earned against their will. To imply they
do is at best naïve, but also insulting to anyone that plays them.
Gambling can be an addiction like many others, including drugs, alcohol, risktaking and sex. By its very nature, gambling pushes mental buttons that can bring
about addictive behaviour.
The so-called war on drugs has been lost for years now, but authorities keep
flogging the dead line that law and order will stamp out the scourge. Nonsense.
Addicts will always find a way. Prohibition is well documented as a great means by
which to achieve little or nothing.
When it comes to gambling, our technologically advanced society keeps making
access easier and the notion of prohibition more ridiculous. The shiny new
NANNY laws will be slapping another rule on the bolting horse by banning
gambling advertising before 8.30pm during live sporting events, and for five
minutes before and after the start of play. The sporting codes have cried foul,
saying the TV stations won’t pay them as much for the broadcast rights. The online
gambling companies aren’t much likely to care, as they are still free to advertise
directly to their punters, via the smartphone on which they will be gambling
anyway.
Atop the determination of addicts, pushers of drugs will always find a step around
the kind of unsophisticated rules that government concocts.
Turnbull also committed investment of up to a paltry $3m to establish a ‘national
gambling research model’ to begin at the start of the financial year – a politically
balanced response given the hundreds of millions the states collect each year in
gaming revenue.
All the prohibition-style measures to address the social issue of gambling addiction
merely serve to demonstrate a lack of actually intention to do anything. Real
change for the negatively affected must start with providing help for those with
the social or mental issues that cause them to become addicts in the first place,
whatever the choice of drug.
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INDUSTRY FORUM

VCGLR KNOWLEDGE EXCHANGE 2017

The Victorian liquor and gaming regulator recently held a
proactive Knowledge Exchange event, hoping to bring together
licensees and stakeholders with the Commission’s staff and
inspectors and authorities. Clyde Mooney reports
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On 4 May, the VCGLR conducted its 2017 Knowledge
Exchange at the Whitehorse Centre, Nunawading, to further
assist licensees with best-practise operation and complexities
in regulation. Much of what emerged transcended state
borders.
The Victorian Commission for Gambling and Liquor
Regulation (VCGLR) takes a proactive approach to working
with operators of licensed venues, to help ensure they are
supported in the industry mandate to “minimise harm”.

Designated Areas
The VCGLR began in February, 2012, replacing the Director of
Liquor Licensing and taking on the Director’s authority.
The VCGLR espouses that all Victorians ‘enjoy safe and
responsible gambling and liquor environments’. One tool to
this end are Victoria’s ‘Designated Areas’ – entertainment
precincts with special conditions, due to a history of alcoholrelated violence and antisocial behaviour.

The event began with a special pre-session for new licensees,
on common issues such as demerits and star rating,
intoxication, and minors on premises, with strategies to help
licensees overcome problems. The Regulator reports that over
20 per cent of new licensees breach at least one condition in
their first six months, and that these breaches could easily be
avoided.
The Commission’s Anna Lygopoulos then kicked off general
proceedings, followed by commentary by senior licensing
officer, Gabrielle Lamont, on licences, redline plans and
the importance of providing as much notice as possible
for changes to licences. VCGLR compliance inspector Paul
Murtagh then spoke on what to expect from an inspection,
common breaches and how to remain compliant.
After a break for morning tea, Jason Rigopoulos, licensee of
the Seamus O’Toole Irish Hotel in the Knox City Shopping
Centre – one of Victoria’s ‘Designated Areas’ – spoke of
challenges in the venue and its surrounds.
The Commission determines the DAs in consultation with the
Victorian Commissioner of Police, after reviewing the level
of problems around licensed venues. Police have the power
to ban people from either premises or DAs for up to 72 hours
for: drunkenness, physical assault, destroying or damaging
property, failure to leave licensed premises. Police can seek a
court order to ban repeat offenders for up to 12 months.
Currently there are 20 Designated Areas, including a
large segment of the Knox City Shopping Centre, in the
Ozone Entertainment complex area, hosting hospitality,
entertainment and non-traditional retail businesses, with roads
and access external to the multi-level mall.

Jason Rigopoulos

Victoria Police’s Wayne Williams then spoke of matters of
concern and commonly faced by police when dealing with
licensed venues. The guest speakers wrapped up with Bill
Karametos of GoodSports explaining the work they do with
alcohol service and management in sporting clubs.
Both the morning and afternoon sessions were finished with
a group panel discussion, where the 80 industry attendees
were able to quiz the speakers on matters relating to their
presentation.

The public nature of the shopping centre presents its
own benefits and challenges to venue operators, as Jason
Rigopoulos explained. Seamus O’Toole Irish Hotel is a popular
family pub and nightclub, boasting a ‘cosy yet enthusiastic’
atmosphere and a daily line-up of attractions, including Irish
bands and lots of in-house promotions. It is one of more than
a dozen hospitality venues within the Ozone complex, which
has been a DA since September, 2008.
“We provide entertainment, we have a nightclub service, we
have lunch, breakfast, dinners, so there’s a few areas there to
create revenue.
“One of the biggest things, obviously being a shopping
May 2017 PubTIC | 7
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complex, is the amenity issue, which is part of our licence
restriction. Everyone leaving the venue can cause harm to
amenity. If the police and council start to get complaints on
amenity issues, then the VCGLR start visiting you more often
than not, and the licensing inspectors and local police will be
there pretty much every day.
“Your managers and security must have really good PR sense,
a great PR skillset, with everything so scrutinised. One way
is to put in rules and regulations that make people coming
into the venue understand that it’s actually for the best for the
whole area, and that’s the reason you’re doing these things.
“A lot of people will screw up their nose when you start
bringing in dress codes, cover charges, something as simple
as saying to a young fella ‘don’t wear your hat in here’. If he
gets upset and says he has to wear the hat, in two hours’
time when he’s had a bit to drink, he’s going to get upset and
violent.
“We’ve put in designated driver schemes, where basically they
purchase a $2 card at the door and they get six free softdrinks.
That works in two ways, you have people that don’t have a lot
of money, can go out with friends and spend only two dollars
for the night, and they’re friends get home safely as well.
“Make sure that staff work as hard at this as you do.
Understanding licence conditions is probably the most
important thing. It’s really important for licensees to push
their staff to understand everything they do in regards to the
licence, because if you don’t, you will get stung.”

Working with police
Victoria Police is actively involved in the liquor licence
process. Acting Inspector Wayne Williams explained that they
receive a copy of liquor licence applications when they are
lodged. A sergeant from the local station will attend the venue,
view proposals, interview the proposed licensee, director and

associated persons, and conduct checks before reporting
findings back to the licensing inspector.
Active in the Whitehorse region where the Knowledge
Exchange took place, Williams put some context to the role of
licensed venues in Whitehorse, and spoke of how alcohol use
and misuse impacts local communities.
“Alcohol misuse is not just at licenced venues, we see alcohol
harm in all areas of what policing involves. That is crime,
family violence is very prevalent, our road safety, and general
public safety.
“As some as you might be aware, traditionally the city of
Whitehorse was a dry area. Alcohol and liquor licensing going
back many, many years virtually didn’t exist. So from a dry
area, we’ve now worked our way up to around 350 permanent
liquor licences in the Whitehorse police service area.
“Police expectations: certainly when we are dealing with
liquor, venues or licensees, nominees, directors, we really
expect that their management staff fully understand the liquor
licence that they have and responsibilities that come with that
licence. Ongoing staff training is vital, and making sure the
staff are on board with what management want to achieve.

Inspector Wayne Williams
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before you contact police.
“As far as recommendations go, get to know your licencing
inspector. [And] Police are available to licensees to provide
advice and guidance.”

Q&A
The Q&A sessions with the two panels reflected the mix of
bar and club professionals in attendance, but naturally some
questions were pertinent to all.
One question raised was around online RSA training in
Victoria. The VCGLR’s Gabrielle Lamont explained why the
answer is a definitive no.
“Vigilantly check IDS. You need to kick the minors out. As soon
as a minor is caught in your venue, that’s a big flag to police.
If you’ve let one minor in there, how many other minors have
let in?
“It is a significant risk to late-night venues and also sporting
clubs, who might be a bit lean because ‘Aw, he’ll be 18 in six
months’ time, you know, let’s let him have a drink’. But once
you start trying to flex those rules and bring in your local
rule, you’ve just got a disaster. Absolutely encourage and
reinforce responsible servings of alcohol and do not engage in
irresponsible practices.
“Noise and venue problems. This can be a real challenge.
Venues might be in a place for many, many years and then a
nearby block of land will put up an apartment block, residents
move in, suddenly you’ve got 20 residents complaining about
your noise. Sadly, those resident’s rights have to be looked at,
and whether it’s fair or not fair, once someone is residing near
a licensed premise you’ve got to be respectful of their ability to
sleep at night and go about themselves in a normal manner.
“As a venue operator, you hear about it nine times out of
10 before police do. If you get the hint that you have some
amenity issues or noise problems, deal with them yourselves.
You don’t want police or VCGLR coming in to say turn the
noise down. If you can resolve the issues and keep your
neighbours happy, that’s a good way to go.
“Make sure your crowd control [security] is registered,
performing their duties in a professional manner. Identify
problems early. Promote the availability of food and nonalcoholic beverages. It’s always a sign of a venue that is
trying to address risks and work with Victorian police, local
governments, and businesses in the community.
“Yes, we will do random checks. Yes, we are more than happy
to fine licence holders that aren’t doing the right thing and
hold them to account, but at the same time we would much
rather engage with them, with licensed venues and put
them on the right path before they need to be dealt with in a
punitive way. We strongly encourage early intervention and
open communication and you don’t have to wait for an issue

“We believe face-to-face training offers that opportunity which
has been raised today – the idea of being the PR person of
your venue. Face-to-face develops those skills. It gives the
opportunity for people doing the training to participate in roleplays, which is a very important part of the training.
“Thinking about some of your staff – 18, quite young, early
20s even – their ability to refuse service may not be fully
developed, and it is something they really need training in,
so they don’t offend your clientele and can do it in a positive
way. So the answer is no, online training in Victoria is not
acceptable.”
Another guest asked for clarification around when hospitality
staff should refuse entry, refuse service, or evict from the
premises. Paul Murtagh of VCGLR Compliance addressed the
question.
“There is always discretion for licensees to exercise their
discretion, but in a legal sense, someone you are required to
refuse access to your venue is someone who looks young and
can’t prove their age, or someone who is drunk, obviously.
“Who would you eject from your venue? Legally speaking,
someone who is drunk and disorderly. You have to use your
own definition of disorderly, it doesn’t have to be because
they’re drunk, drugs obviously are not permitted to be on
licensed premises.
“If they are intoxicated there is no law that says they need to
be ejected, but I would refer that one back to your discretion
as well. Intoxication refers to someone whose speech,
balance, coordination or behaviours are noticeably affected
and you have reasonable grounds to believe that is the result
of consumption.”
Given the topics of best-practice and demands imposed
on licensee, one guest poignantly asked the panel how
downsides and penalties affect staff and servers.
“The serving staff are agents of the licensee,” stressed Lamont.
“We sometimes get the argument they’re acting against their
instructions. Staff need to be aware they are representing the
licensee when they serve people a drink.”
May 2017 PubTIC | 9

GAMING NEWS

Always a rollercoaster, the
topic of gaming and poker
machines around Australia has
been making news and waves
in a number of States.
2017 began with the slated rollout of $5 bet limits in South
Australia, with venues required to comply by 1 January
or have machines switched off until they do. The change
was initiated back in 2013 as part of reforms to the Gaming
Machines Act – ironically aiming to reduce red tape for
venues, as well as address concerns around problem
gambling.
Anti-gaming lobbyists, including the righteous Nick
Xenophon, say the $5 limit did not go far enough. He and
John Darley proclaim they ‘will not rest’ until their $1 bet limit
is realised. Xenophon and Tasmanian independent Andrew
Wilkie pushed (unsuccessfully) for the elaborate handcuffs
on gaming machines back in 2012, under the minority Gillard
government, despite no peer-reviewed evidence such a move,
estimated by the industry to cost in the billions to implement,
would actually achieve anything.
The island state has been in the grips of the Joint Select
Committee on Future Gaming Markets in Tasmania, hearing
testimony from stakeholders on proposed changes to poker
machine licence ownership and control.
In 1994, family-owned Federal Group was granted exclusive
rights over all EGMs in Tasmania until 2023. Federal distributes
and places machines through its Network Gaming division.
Similar to the duopoly seen in Victoria until 2012, where
Tabcorp and Tatts controlled all EGM licences, there is much
criticism about Federal’s role in the system, and the placement
of machines.
Tasmanian Hotels Association GM Steve Old is one of those in
favour of switching to a venue-operator model for Tasmanian
EGMs, as was done in Victoria. He testified that gaming
revenue had brought employment and capex opportunities to
many regional Tasmanian venues.
Woolworths-backed ALH testified at the hearing, arguing the
venue-operator system would not increase regulation costs
(as suggested by Federal), and explaining the voluntary precommitment software it has on all its machines in other states
10 | May 2017 PubTIC

cannot currently be implemented in its Tasmanian venues, as
Federal controls the machines and won’t allow it.
ALH operates five Hotels in the State, and supports the 25.88
per cent tax rate on earnings, but argues venues should get a
greater slice of profits, by eliminating Federal as middleman,
and that the EGM licences should be issued in perpetuity, to
boost business confidence and encourage investment.
Dixon Hotel Group director, Peter Dixon, argued strongly for a
venue-operator model to stem from the current arrangement,
noting that most of the group’s 13 venues in Tasmania would
be broke if not for poker machine revenue. He also argued for
a progressive tax system that charged more for larger venues
generating more revenue.
Tasmania’s Gaming Control Act 1993 dictates that four per
cent of gross profit be paid into a Community Support Levy.
Steve Old presented that councils have received millions of
dollars in benefits from the Levy, and should be so quick to
argue for their removal.
In NSW, an ongoing investigation into illegal possession and
sale of gaming machines by a licensed technician and seller
brought about the recent seizure of 35 machines from a
Sydney warehouse. The Gaming Machine Act 2001 dictates
serious penalties for unauthorised keeping, moving and
disposal of EGMs.
“Such offences can threaten the integrity of the gaming
industry and lead to a lack of public confidence in regulatory
controls,” says L&G’s Director of Compliance Operations, Sean
Goodchild.
“It is against the law to be in possession of a gaming machine
in NSW unless properly authorised, with maximum potential
penalties of up to $11,000 and or 12 months’ imprisonment.”

MAJOR FEATURE

Image: Courtesy State Library of Victoria

Melbourne pub artisans Sand Hill Rd recently began a journey when
they took on The Espy. Legend and expectation must meld with
modernity and viability for a new opportunity. But circumstance has
also brought the Waterside Hotel, and new skin in the management
game. Clyde Mooney caught up with the Mullins’
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L-R Matt Mullins, Doug Maskiell, Andy Mullins, Tom Birch

Sand Hill Rd is a Melbourne-based hospitality group that is literally a bunch of mates that banded together to
own and run pubs.
Growing up in Melbourne, brothers Matt and Andy Mullins met Doug Maskiell and Tom Birch. While Matt
pursued a career in marketing and both Andy and Tom went into finance, Douggie always dreamed of
owning a pub and began working as a manager.
A few years dissatisfaction with their work led Matt, Andy and Tom to follow Douggie into the game,
borrowing some money and buying their first operation – the Commercial Club Hotel, Fitzroy. Since then
they have owned, developed and operated ten hotels, and sold a few.
Mid-2016 they opened the picturesque large-format Garden State Hotel in Melbourne’s trendy Flinders Lane,
aiming to provide the precinct of small bars and laneway restaurants with a big pub offering. The result has
seen a steady flow of awards and strong day and night trade absolutely every day.
St Kilda is one of Melbourne’s popular beachside suburbs,
facing east onto Port Phillip Bay. One of the signature
landmarks of St Kilda is the majestic Esplanade Hotel, on a
crest of Upper Esplanade, overlooking the Bay and the beach.
Built in 1878, the Esplanade was originally to be three large
terraces, but altered during construction to become a hotel.
For its first four decades it was almost exclusively the domain
and a residence for the wealthy, during this time hosting its
most famous occupant, chemist millionaire and philanthropist
Alfred Felton.
Modifications in the 1920s saw it open to the general public,
with the addition of a lounge bar and the Eastern Tent
Ballroom becoming an important jazz and dance venue. The
12 | May 2017 PubTIC

Hotel’s love affair with entertainment continued through the
years. In the 70s its grand dining hall, the Gershwin Room,
became famous as a disco. Australian singer-songwriter Paul
Kelly recorded Live at the Continental and the Esplanade there
in 1995, and in 2005 SBS music trivia show RocKwiz began
filming in the Gershwin Room.
Up until its closure in 2015, the Esplanade – popularly known
as The Espy – was the longest continuously running live
music venue in Australia.
Vince Sofo and Paul Adamo bought the historic but aging
pub in 2000 and loyally maintained its legacy as a live music
venue and landmark of St Kilda. But recognizing the need for a
much-deserved facelift on the seaside building, the pair closed

MAJOR FEATURE
it in May, 2015, announcing “extensive renovations are about
to begin” that would include the unveiling of new and exciting
areas, some never before seen by the public.
Plans were carefully drawn and work begun on the interior,
modernisation to be interwoven with restoration and
preservation of the aged and precious original elements of the
Hotel, which was listed with the National Trust in 1990.
Despite hopes to be reopen in time for the following summer,
The Espy has lay dormant and silent since.

History Within
Not surprisingly, Melbournians Matt, Andy, Doug and Tom
spent time at The Espy, listening to live music belt out of the
Gershwin Room and watching the sunset over Port Phillip Bay,
beer in hand.
“We used to come here a lot just to sit back and relax, have
a beer and a curry and just talk and chat and crap on a bit,”
recalls Matt. “But there was always an epic scale to the joint. It
was always the biggest pub in Melbourne. There was always
more shit going on at The Espy. There were always more
rooms and more events, and always a couple of bands doing
something. It was just big.
“It meant that it welcomed all sorts of people for all sorts of
reasons – but they were all still walking through the front
door, and I love that about the place, and reckon that’s The
Espy. Those experiences at this place are probably a big part of
why we love the idea of a traditional pub that does welcome
everyone, that offers a bit of everything.”
“We had arguably The Espy’s best days, five, ten, 15 years
ago, and back past that,” adds Andy. “Everyone’s modern
understanding of the place is from about the mid-80s until
today. That’s what everyone talks about and remembers and
wants to see back. But there’s another 110 years before that.

KARMA KEGS
Sand Hill Road donates over $100,000 each year
in support of struggling families, local charities,
indigenous projects and community fundraising
initiatives through its Karma Keg program. The Hotels
put up a keg of beer, and patrons make a donation of
their choice to the charity initiative as payment.
Recent payoffs have seen the sixth consecutive
‘Dreamtime at the G’, where 15 kids from Port
Augusta’s Aboriginal community who have excelled
at school are brought to Melbourne’s iconic MCG for
the traditional rival match between Richmond and
Essendon.

Garden State Hotel

Who built it, why, who stayed there, who lived there – they’re
the sort of questions that are driving us.”
The Mullins brothers already knew The Espy’s owners,
Vince and Paul, and approached them about taking over the
challenge of reopening the expectation-packed pub. Highly
protective of their role and the Hotel’s legend, they agreed to
begin talks with Sand Hill Rd about the possible acquisition.
***
Into their 40s and past the biggest demands of child-rearing,
the partners have begun considering their greater role in
hospitality. After more than two decades having almost
too much fun building a successful hotel company, they
are wondering if that was the end goal, or is that part of
something bigger. Is this what the four directors are doing
with their lives?
This thinking had largely prompted the approach on The Espy.
It also prompted SHR to consider acquisition of another big
Melbourne pub – the Waterside Hotel, on King Street.
The possibility of engaging these large-format freehold
operations was exciting yet daunting. While the property value
underpinned the investment(s), either or both acquisitions
would take what was essentially a family-run business into
new territory in terms of finance and obligations.
Throughout SHR’s multiple acquisitions, they had managed to
avoid debt legacies to banks, instead having just a selection
of personal investors. One such creditor, and long-term friend
and advisor to the directors, was former ASX-listed company
director and CEO, Andrew Larke. The four founders of SHR
considered their situation and plans for growth, and invited
Larke to become an equal fifth partner, bringing expertise and
stability that will likely benefit their future.
The addition of Larke gave SHR the ammunition to pursue not
only The Espy, but also the Waterside, content with whatever
result could be brought to either. Quite separately both pubs,
both enormous, historically significant and important sites for
Melbourne, became part of the group’s growing portfolio.
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“Our plan sort of said ‘if you’re going to really play a role in
the legacy of Melbourne pubs, then really have a crack at it,”
explained Andy.
“Let’s not die wondering if we should have taken on The Espy.
It wasn’t on the market, nor was the Waterside. It might have
been one or the other, but they both said yes about the same
time.
“It’s about writing the story our kids are going to read – twenty
good years of having fun and getting pissed in the pubs, but
what did you do then? What did it all mean? I think these two
might be the start of all that now, looking back at the history
of Melbourne in years’ time and knowing we’ve played our
role.”
Clyde: “Both are bigger than any of your current pubs. That’s a
pretty serious growth curve.”
“With Andrew on board it can be really well managed – in
terms of our natural enthusiasm and his natural corporate
approach to risk, surging when the time is right and holding
when it’s not.”

$2.2bn worth of art purchases for the State. A black marble
plaque to Felton remains in the beer garden, passed by all that
enter The Espy.
“We’ll be changing the red-line [licensed] area slightly, because
we’re going to open some areas that aren’t currently open,”
says Matt. “But the patron numbers won’t change. In Victoria,
patron numbers and opening hours are the two biggest
contributing factors to amenity concerns and everything else.
We have no intention of changing either.
“We’re fairly scientific in calculating how much square
meterage we need to hold and service a patron. Every one
of our venues has a spreadsheet that calculates the square
meterage for different uses, from public bar floor area to the
public bar’s bar area to beer garden, through to toilets, storage
room, office, cash room, cooler and freezer. It spits out how
many square metres of everything we need per patron to
actually deliver our product.

What it takes
The Espy is almost as big in size as it is in legend. The fivestorey structure boasts over 3,500 square metres of floorspace,
licensed for 1,760 people. There are multiple bars and three
performance stages, many staircases and passageways, nooks,
crannies and secret rooms.

“Indicative of the fact that we’re creating some more spacious
areas and a bit more dining, where you’re square metre per
patron is larger, 1760 is about bang-on. A lot of people would
do it with a lot less floor area; I think we’ve got more back of
house than most, a lot more storage, more coolroom space,
our kitchen is a lot bigger than other places might be.”

In days gone by wealthy tourists and internationals would
arrive at St Kilda mariner and step onto a horse-drawn
carriage, chauffeured up the hill to the Hotel where they
would spend their summer holidays, by the sea.
The entrepreneurial Alfred Felton lived at The Espy for years
prior to his death in 1904. He amassed a large fortune through
innovations in chemistry, and hoarded treasures from his
travels in several rooms of the Hotel. These and his massive
19th century estate of £448,000 were bequeathed to the
National Gallery of Victoria, generating to date a staggering
14 | May 2017 PubTIC
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Clyde: “Would you say you build in a certain redundancy, to
ensure you’ll never be short?”
“Yeah, but part of it is also an economic argument. You can
service patrons with a smaller back of house area, but you
need more staff. The economics are, invest now in a larger
back of house and do it properly, build in a lot of efficiency,
and you’ll make gains over time on your labour costs. But yes,
the main reason is, you can serve people better if you’ve got a
great, efficient back of house. It just means everything … every
standard can lift a little bit.”

The Way it Will Be
Reviving a legend in an historic building is considerably more
than just meeting expectations. As part of the restoration, SHR
will be required to put in an elevator to facilitate wheelchair
access. Due to provide egress at each sub-level in the intricate
and unique layout, there will be around ten stops. They
will also need to put in a substation to handle the power
requirements, efficient, energy-saving electrical systems,
modern cooling and hydraulics. The goal is to introduce all
relevant modernisation, with no evidence of its presence.
“If we get it right, it will feel much like walking into it 140 years
ago, but capturing the sweat and the rawness of 30 years ago,”
suggests Andy.
“Most Melbournians will be able to tell you something of the
history of The Espy,” furthers Matt. “Most of that will relate
to the last 40 years; experiences from the 70s through until
now, with rock and live music. But there is that hundred
years of prior history that’s equally engrossing. One thing
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that’s wonderful about The Espy, which I fucking love, is that
it’s always been a home to artists, and artistic pursuits, and
temperament and philosophies and culture.”
“But the other consideration is for a whole generation coming
forward who just don’t know or care what you’re talking
about,” says Andy. “We’ve got to be aware, we’re not designing
the pub for ourselves. We’ve got a big job to get it right and
we’re feeling that pressure, but it’s kind of a positive pressure.
It’s there because people care.
“The Espy’s got to look like The Espy should look, and we’re
only going to get to know what that’s all about once we speak
to a whole host of people, look at a lot of old photos and travel
a bit around the world. London does it really well, putting
modern pubs into very old buildings.
“I think if we said it’s going to be one level, exactly as you
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Congratulations to the whole team at
Sand Hill Road on the purchase of The Espy.
QSIC is thrilled to be involved with one of
Australia’s most Iconic music venues.

QSIC
Proudly supporting Sand Hill Road venues since 2014
Q the Music
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remember it, we’d be busy for a year then people will move
off to something newer. We’ve got to balance the old and the
new, the new and the now.”
Clyde: “So I’ve heard you’re aiming for October next year to
reopen.”
“We’re really committed to that,” continues Andy. “The people
want it back, and we obviously want to get it trading. It’s a
big design brief and a huge architectural scope of works, but
a lot of the demolition work has been done. Now, we’ve got
to fit out this beautiful old heritage shell. There’s not a single
working bar in the place at the moment.
“If we get to six months out and think we’re going to miss
October, we’ll just finish what we can and get it open. Nothing
about what we’re seeing so far says we’re not going to hit
that date, but we will kill ourselves to get it open for summer,
get people back in there, get the beer taps flowing and bands
playing and let The Espy be The Espy again.”
Clyde: “So you’re hoping to be hurdle-free?”
“Fingers crossed. We’re feeling pretty confident,” says Matt.
“There’s a permit in place, which we’ve bought, essentially.
It’s a good permit, and our intention is only to make small
alterations to that, and worst case we won’t do any alterations
and just get on with building what is already permitted.”
Clyde: “I understand Vince and Paul spent a lot of time with
VCAT and residents on the permit, including the adding of a

rooftop bar. Is that still on the cards?”
“There are pro’s and cons for these sorts of things,” offers
Andy. “Melbourne is predominantly cool nine months of the
year and often wet, so it will just feed into the whole design
process for us, deciding what’s the best use of that space.”
Clyde: “It’s rare for a group to be taking on two projects
at once, let alone the scale of The Espy. What are your
immediate plans for the Waterside?”
“It will probably have some similarities to Garden State, but
not many,” suggests Matt. “Similarities in that it’s a big pub, in
Melbourne, and there aren’t many big pubs in Melbourne. But
it’s a different part of the city, different sort of building, so we’ll
be responding to those factors too.”
“Important to us,” explains Andy, “both being freeholds, we can
guarantee these places will be pubs for Melbourne. You can’t
undo development, once it’s done. ‘Oh shit, we knocked down
the London in Port Nolan … the community really wants its
pub back, but it’s gone’.
“Even though they might understand The Espy will never go
back exactly the way it was 30 years ago, because you can’t,
the fact that it’s going to be a pub, there’s going to be music,
things they recognise from what they remember, I think that’s
the part that we’ve sort of got to play a role in.
“It feels like a real responsibility, more than an opportunity.”
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APRIL’S BIGGEST CLICKS
FORMER ACCOUNTANT
GIVING AWAY PUB
Accountant-turned-publican James Sneddon is looking to
revolutionise the medical industry, once he finishes giving
away his pub in the mother of all trade promotions.

Group marketing the Greenwood through CBRE Hotels.
“We have good pubs, but one of the major partners has just
passed away and the timing is right to re-evaluate,” Wills told
PubTIC.
As speculation around its fate continues, Redcape Hotel Group
listed its only Victorian asset, freehold of one of Australia’s
largest accommodation pubs, through JLL Hotels.
The All Seasons Quality Hotel occupies 3.56 hectares (35,570
m²) on McIvor Highway in Bendigo. The Hotel is tenanted by
an experienced and well-established hotelier, who operates
the 77 four-star accommodation rooms under licence to
Choice Hotels Group.
While rumours continue around Redcape’s future, the All
Season, tipped to fetch over $20m, is unquestionably an
outlier in the portfolio and stark contrast to its 25 NSW and
three Queensland gaming-centric freehold going concerns.
The Sloan family put to market Rozelle’s Garry Owen Hotel, as
they head south to family and new enterprises.

Sneddon quit the books to pursue his dream of owning his
own bar, opening Das Hund Haus (The Dog House) German
bier café, in Hamilton, with eight taps and German-style
signature dishes.
But Sneddon has another dream. Recognising that so few
Australians actively get tests for STIs (Sexually Transmitted
Infections), he has launched and looking to expand Stigma
Health – an online business providing referrals to a pathology
clinic without the ‘Stigma’ of a visit to the GP.
To raise seed capital, Sneddon is conducting a (trade)
promotion that will award one lucky winner the deeds to Das
Hund Haus. Entrants purchase a $25 two-for-one voucher at
the pub, earning five entries to a random electronic draw to
win the business overseen by an independent arbitrator, plus
$30,000 in cash to kick-start taking over operations.
Sneddon is relying on both sales of vouchers and spend invenue to earn more than the costs. The former accountant
values the business around $200,000.

The two-storey Federation-style pub occupies 358 m² on the
corner of bustling Darling Street and Matilda in Rozelle, just
five minutes from the Sydney CBD. It was purchased from
Laundy Group in 2013 by industry newcomers Bill Sloan and
his wife Margaret, and her sister Jennifer Cott, and the family
trio have lived and breathed new life into it.
Bill was formerly a builder, and the sisters were previously
in publishing like their father, Mac, who was editor of the
Southern Highlands newspaper for decades, bringing up the
girls as a single parent. The recent passing of Bill’s mother has
brought even greater perspective to the value of family.
“We thought we’d give the pub game a go,” says Bill. “It’s been
really good – a great learning curve. We would gladly stay
here, but Mac is 85 now and lives down south. We’re in our
60s, and we’re going to spend time with him. Bit of ‘quid pro
quo’.”
The freehold going concern is being marketed by Ray White
Hotels.

TO MARKET
The Australian pub market continues its gallop, and new
fodder for the competition for acquisitions is drawing plenty of
interest.
Amid massive expansion in North Sydney, the Balmain Pub
Group has listed its striking Greenwood Hotel. Built as a
church in 1878, the sandstone structure has been a hotel
for just 25 years, with just two owners. Nick Wills’ Balmain
Pub Group (BPG) bought the leasehold operation from Tony
and Morris Green, for whom he worked while at university
– pulling the first ever beer at the new establishment,
before returning 22 years later to buy it. Sadly, changing
circumstance see BPG considering its next moves and the
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APRIL’S BIGGEST CLICKS
On the Acquisition
Irish pub king Patrick Gallagher has bought his biggest pub
yet – paying $28 million for the Terrigal Hotel and a ‘return to
his youth’.
Gallagher describes the area around his latest purchase as
‘special’ and recalls family visits “just about every weekend”
when he was young(er), but the sale still exemplifies that
opportunity waits for no man.
“I wasn’t really looking, but I heard about the opportunity on
this pub, and I like the pub and love the position, so went
ahead. It’s got big bones and growing trade, with a nice
regular crowd as well as transient trade from Sydney. It’s only
an hour and twenty minutes away – which is the same as it
takes me to get to Hurstville in traffic!”
The large two-storey Hotel boasts a diverse business,
incorporating big bar trade, gaming, a bottleshop and the allimportant inclusion of food for a Gallagher venue. Taking the
keys in time for Anzac Day, the latest AHA NSW Hall of Famer
noted it is one of the pub’s biggest occasions, with patrons
queued out the door from midday.
Gallagher reports they will be doing a significant renovation,
restyling the Terrigal with a nod to Miami or The Hamptons.
The Terrigal was sold off-market through JLL Hotels on behalf
of vendors Newhaven P/L – representing the Group’s exit from
the pub industry. The freehold is Gallagher’s fourth, and brings
his clutch to 11 pubs.
After decades selling drinks to them, former Lion director
Frank Arangio slipped onto the other side of the bar, buying
Wyong’s Royal Hotel for nearly $7 million, alongside wife
Marnie, and in partnership with industry stalwart, publican Pat
Gurr – owner of Armidale’s Whitebull Hotel.
Arangio has worked with Lion his whole career. The Royal
is the couple’s foray into pub ownership and he says it was
nearly a case of now or never.
“After nearly 25 years with Lion, I decided if I wanted to stay
around pubs I need to have a go myself. We had to be patient,
as we had a number of criteria,” explained Arangio, who with
his wife has relocated life and their two boys, Jimmy (3) and
Angus (10 months). “Wyong ticked all the boxes, so we’re
moving up there boots and all.”
The discreet off-market sale was managed by CBRE Hotels,
agents noting favourable investment attributes that underpin
the first-time buyers.
Dan O’Hara and chefs are about to revamp Parramatta’s
Collector Hotel, taking the keys in April. The leasehold
business boasts the unusual benefit of retaining its 24-hour
licence and 30 EGMs, in one of the country’s strongest gaming
LGAs.
It came to market last November, with agents CBRE and
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Manenti Quinlan tipping its appeal to a range of potential
buyers. While the final sale price was not revealed, there
were reportedly numerous offers beyond the asking price,
approaching $6m.
The O’Hara Group operates several pubs, including the
awarded Fairfield Hotel and the Central, in Blacktown, which
both incorporate a ‘Green Peppercorn’ restaurant, fronted by
local celebrity chef Tona Inthavong. O’Hara says the Collector
will see Tona teaming up with two contestants from a “highprofile TV cooking show” for an all-new restaurant concept.
The Hotel also holds an approved DA O’Hara says they are
going to action “as soon as possible”, bringing a new TAB,
sports lounge area and alfresco gaming room.
The campaign for the Marlborough Hotel culminated with
Bruce Solomon and chef partner Matt Moran taking the keys
for $33 million.
John Singleton, Geoff Dixon and Mark Carnegie’s $300m
Australian Pub Fund (APF) began tipping its Riversdale assets
to the stock-starved market last year, with rumours ‘The
Marly’ was available. This was followed by the sudden sale of
APF’s Peakhurst for $22m JDA Hotels, and the Bristol Arms for
$19.5m and the Como Hotel for $5.6 million to Oscars Hotels.
The Marly listing became official in February through Ray
White, but within weeks news emerged PHMG had bought
APF’s Toxteth Hotel for $22 million, fuelling intrigue around
the on-market Marlborough, rumoured to be attracting bigmoney international interests.
But ultimately, Solotel added another to its spread of A-grade
hotel operations – now counting 30, in its 30 years of
operation.
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